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About This Game

Hello puzzle solver! Fitzzle Precious Dolphins is a unique expansion of the classic jigsaw puzzle style games. Instead of
frustratingly trying to match oddly shaped pieces Fitzzle Precious Dolphins uses squares but maintains the fun puzzle

completion goals you would experience with a jigsaw puzzle. Puzzles are randomly created each play through with over 2,000
puzzle combinations for a new experience each play through. The squares on the left need to perfectly fit into the image on the
right. You clear out the corresponding squares and merge the two images together. Puzzle difficulty increases as you advance
through 50 levels of puzzle fun. You can also choose from 3 difficulty settings to limit the amount of time available to merge

the images. If you enjoy solving puzzles then Fitzzle Precious Dolphins is a sure thing for puzzle fun.

Feautres:
50 Levels

Unique Cubesaw Puzzle Style
Increasing Puzzle Difficulty
Multiple Difficulty Settings
Randomly Created Puzzles
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I have a dodgy right knee. I also have a life-long unfullfilled desire to swim with dolphins. Dolphins are apparently supernatural
healers. I therefore have developed an equation:

{D} + (DRK) = <FHIH>
Key:
D = Dolphin
D = Dodgy right knee
FHIH = \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hell it's healed

There are 2 problems however:
I) I don't know any dolphins.
2) I can't swim very well (especially with a dodgy knee)

So I have done the next best thing. I purchased this game. 50 tiled wonders of dolphin joy presented to me in the most
therapeutic puzzling manner for me to click away and be healed.

My knee has now miraculously healed. Although I've now developed a sprained wrist from all the clicking.

36 minutes to complete 50 puzzles and be awarded a perfect. Who needs dolphins when I have my tiles. I am now a changed
man. I shall never regret the awesomeness of those wonderful 36 minutes.. Nice game and easy to make it perfect! (100%
achievements)
More perfect games on your profile, more valuable account.
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